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 Review:

 Looking Locally, Seeing Nationally
 in the History of Composition

 Lisa Mastrangeio and Wendy Sharer

 The Evolution of College English: Literacy Studies from the Puritans to the Postmoderns. Thomas

 Miller. Pittsburgh: U of Pittsburgh P, 2010. 368 pp. Print. ISBN: 978-0-8229-6116-1.

 From Form to Meaning: Freshman Composition and the Long Sixties, 1951-1974. David Fleming.

 Pittsburgh: U of Pittsburgh P, 2011. 288 pp. Print. ISBN: 978-0-8229-6153-6.

 Interests and Opportunities: Race, Racism, and University Writing Instruction in the Post-Civil
 Rights Era. Steve Lamos. Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 2011. 224 pp. Print. ISBN: 978-0
 8229-6173-4.

 I ne of the continued goals of composition historians has been, to quote Patricia

 Donahue and Gretchen Flesher Moon, to gather "local histories" in order
 to complicate the histories of rhetoric and composition as we know them.

 I Donahue and Moon note that the reason for this is to grow and shift what

 we know. For each new addition to the collected histories of composition, "what we

 know as the history of the origins of composition studies shifts, undergoes expansions,

 complications, reversals, and revisions" (x). Thomas Miller's The Evolution of College
 English, David Fleming's From Form to Meaning, and Steve Lamos's Interests and Op
 portunities all contribute to a growing understanding of composition in its various

 locations. Miller provides a more sweeping and epic tale of English studies, tracing
 it from its teaching in colonial to postmodern America, while Fleming focuses on the
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 development and implosion of composition at the University of Wisconsin-Madison

 (UW). Similarly, Lamos explores the formations of composition within a specific
 location—in this case, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)—but
 his focus considers the development of "basic writing" within the context of the Equal

 Opportunity Fund and other critical discourses about race and language from the
 late 1960s forward. Through their varied historical and geographical lenses, all three

 writers remind us of the roots of the field, as well as the importance of the convergence

 of factors that make specific programs vulnerable or powerful, sustained or fleeting.

 Miller's The Evolution of College English provides us with a rethinking of our

 current histories of composition by tracing the four corners of our profession: "lit

 erature, language, English education, and writing." It is within these four corners

 that Miller creates composition as a subcategory of English studies, or, as he dubs

 the field, "literacy studies" (2). For Miller, composition is therefore a particle within

 a larger field of scholarship and teaching about texts. Tracing composition teaching

 (as well as the other three areas of literacy studies) from early colonial days to the

 present, Miller details the often hostile climate that writing instruction has faced

 throughout the history of English departments. Current compositionists may take

 issue with Miller's configuration of composition as a subcategory of the larger English

 studies. It is possible to argue that institutions that have autonomous departments

 of writing and/or rhetoric now do not see themselves as beholden to or defined by

 English departments, or as somehow a lesser part of English studies as a whole. Even

 in the early 1900s, places such as the University of Michigan, Mount Holyoke Col
 lege, and Wellesley College show evidence of separate and autonomous departments
 of rhetoric, which were self-sustaining and had their own faculty, administrators,

 and majors. Although these departments later collapsed and were merged back into

 English departments, not to reemerge until the 1960s and 1970s, there have been
 more moments of power and independence than Miller's description imparts.

 Miller's point that the practices and procedures of literacy itself have also
 changed literacy instruction, however, is an important addition to our thinking about

 the development of composition studies in the United States. National movements

 toward journal and book publication changed the nature of teaching as students
 gained more access to print material and began to create that material themselves.

 Likewise, the national movement to establish public schools created the notion of a

 literate citizenship, forming expectations and standards that would eventually lead

 us down varying paths toward standardization and assessment. Local sites, however,

 have dealt with those expectations and standards in as many ways as there are institu

 tions, as Miller's examples show.
 Perhaps Miller's greatest contribution is his attention to why English studies

 has repeatedly failed to garner respect as an academic area of study, both within and
 outside of the institution. While Miller notes the importance of literature as a cultural
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 force—that which is used to make sure that all citizens are carefully enculturated—he

 also notes the distinct disdain that literature professors themselves have held for the

 teaching of the subject. Preferring to define themselves as researchers in an attempt
 to make their discipline more scientific, literature instead wound up divorcing itself

 from its most important role. Drawing on the work of Erwin Steinberg, Miller notes

 "that the discipline had mawkishly imitated the research hierarchies of the sciences

 and had thereby lost its institutional footing as professors had come to look down

 upon general education, articulation, and teacher preparation" (212). In addition,
 in parsing out the teaching to general education, English studies lost a significant

 chance to reinforce its scholarly and pedagogical nature. Instead of seeing the schol

 arly and pedagogical as intertwined, English studies attempted to separate the two,

 creating a lifelong schism from which scholarship and pedagogy have not been able

 to recover. In addition, English departments have repeatedly missed opportunities

 to create broad reforms in English studies that might have more carefully ensured

 their place and respectability within the university (including more careful atten

 tion to and relationship-building with pedagogy, revised and updated curricula, and

 more careful attention to the place that English has held within general education).

 Miller makes the same case for writing studies, noting that English as a discipline

 has not supported it, repeatedly "downloading" (178) composition as a course that
 "should" have been taught in high school. Again, instead of creating larger relation

 ships with high school teachers, reinforcing pedagogical ties, reducing reliance on

 adjuncts, and emphasizing both the research-based and pedagogical aspects of the
 composition programs, English studies has instead dismissed composition as lesser.

 This schism, as Miller notes, has separated the "practical functions of writing from the

 cultural values of reading in a way that incapacitates both" (231). Even at institutions
 where composition is clearly the cash-cow darling of the administration, efforts are
 made, sometimes by members of the English department themselves, to eliminate

 the course (as we will see in Fleming's book). Miller's call for greater attention to
 the relationships that English can and needs to make with other disciplines, with
 pedagogy, with curricular revision, with composition, creative writing, journalism,
 and communications may, unfortunately, come too late for departments yet again
 seeing a downturn in numbers of majors and interest in the field. Institutions that

 have separate departments of writing are perhaps in a less complicated position to

 make such changes, but without a better articulation of their relationship to the
 institution, greater attention to the connection between research and pedagogy,
 and a sense of the overall importance of the field, even separate departments will
 continue to suffer the same fate.

 Lamos and Fleming differ from Miller in their more clearly local focuses.
 Drawing on published institutional histories as well as local letters, memos, and
 meeting minutes from the relatively recent past, Lamos and Fleming explore the
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 fraught institutional locations of specific first-year writing programs. Fleming's From

 Form to Meaning relates the story of the demise of a first-year composition require

 ment at the University of Wisconsin that, based on local records and on interviews

 that Fleming has conducted, appears to have been motivated largely by the desire
 of senior English department faculty in the late 1960s to wash their hands of the

 endeavor. After dramatic growth in the graduate student population at UW from

 1957 to 1967—Fleming indicates that "graduate student enrollment at UW rose by

 five hundred to one thousand new graduate students every year, almost tripling by

 the end of that ten-year period" (50)—graduate teaching assistants (TAs) were es
 sentially the only instructors of the required composition course, yet the form and

 content of the course was determined largely by tenured or tenure-track faculty.

 This system enabled these faculty to engage in research and publication, the most

 valued currency of the modern university. Indeed, the value placed on research at

 the time, even within the humanities, spurred the explosion of PhD programs. As

 Fleming notes, "[T]he production of English PhD's nationwide [. . .] jumped 310
 percent between 1958 and 1972" (62).

 The events chronicled in From Form to Meaning suggest that neither faculty

 nor graduate student teaching assistants were particularly comfortable with this
 new structure. TAs, for their part, tried throughout the 1960s and into the 1970s

 to make the course more pedagogically meaningful and effective through such acts

 as the elimination of a syllabus, the creation of student-centered classrooms, and
 the development of a proposal to convert the course to a pass-fail grading model.
 At the same time, they exerted direct pressure on the faculty to provide more and

 better leadership and training in composition pedagogy. TAs wanted a greater say in
 the course largely because, Fleming's evidence suggests, they wanted to respond to

 the very real needs of their students. Effective teaching, the TAs recognized, could
 mean the difference between life and death, because male students with lower GPAs

 were more likely to be drafted. As Fleming explains, "[Ejarly in the U.S. buildup
 for the Vietnam War, male students were put at greater risk to be drafted if they

 had low grade point averages. In fact, the birth of the [teaching assistant union] at

 UW was connected to TA's refusal to participate in an educational system in which

 the evaluation of classroom performance was used in such a deadly manner" (117).

 The senior faculty, for their part, offered no academic study in composition

 and rhetoric despite TA requests. In 1969, graduate students in the department
 "proposed the hiring of two quarter-time TAs, paid by the department to administer

 and encourage TA pedagogical seminars" (Fleming 95). When this didn't happen,
 some TAs formed a study group "to learn more about the teaching of writing and,

 eventually, craft an alternative curriculum" (97). Most impressively, several English

 TAs published work in the UW teaching assistant union's journal Critical Teaching,

 which, although short-lived (publishing only twice: once in fall 1968 and once in fall
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 1969), reflected the surging dissatisfaction TAs felt with a curriculum that did little

 to engage modern-day students.
 TAs also recognized that the students in English 102 (the single required com

 position course) needed to write from material they actually cared about: they needed

 something other than archaic essays (the example of this genre provided at more
 than one point in the book is "The Joys of Sport at Oxford," a selection included
 in the Norton Reader in the late 1960s) to engage them in the process of writing. In

 the tumultuous national context of the Vietnam War and the Civil Rights Move
 ment, and the equally unsettled atmosphere of protest and unrest on the Madison

 campus (including a February 1969 strike of 7,000 to 10,000 UW students and
 supporters to demand the creation of a Black Studies department at the university

 and the occupation of the main administrative building on campus by Students for a

 Democratic Society in April 1969), the TAs—quite accurately, it seems—recognized

 that the larger contemporary world could no longer be bracketed from the writing

 classroom. Frustrated by the lack of input they had in the design of the course, the

 TAs ultimately voted in October 1969 to "take over the Freshman English Policy
 Committee, then under faculty control" (Fleming 19).

 The senior faculty, Fleming's account suggests, were more interested in their

 literary research agendas than in the teaching of general education courses. When

 the graduate students voted to "take over the Freshman English Policy Committee,"

 the senior faculty opted to abolish the writing requirement rather than respond to

 or work with TAs. The language of the faculty meeting minutes, and the fact that

 graduate students were physically barred from entering the meeting at which faculty

 discussed the future of English 102, reflect the lack of trust, if not outright animos

 ity, between some key senior faculty and the graduate students who were asking for
 greater say in the course that they taught.

 The rapid abolition of English 102 perhaps suggests the bad feelings motivating
 faculty reaction: the faculty of the English department took only a little more than

 six weeks to decide to abolish a composition requirement that had been in place for

 almost seventy-five years. The decision was justified to the rest of the university—
 which, as Fleming documents, was not very happy about the move—with question
 able arguments about the increasing abilities of incoming first-year students and the

 claim that responsibility for learning to write should be taken up, and can be most

 effectively taken up, within disciplinary contexts. These arguments, though never

 fully embraced by the broader university, held demand for a composition course at

 bay until the mid-1990s. In 1994, after nearly twenty-five years without a required

 course for students other than those judged in need of remediation on placement
 tests, the university instituted a two-part "communication" requirement for students.

 As part of this requirement, students had to pass either English 100, Freshman
 Composition, Communication Arts 100, or Public Speaking (193).
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 The particulars of the story Fleming tells, especially the information about
 the relatively small cadre of "radical" TAs who led the movement to get more TA
 involvement in the curricular decisions about English 102, is fascinating. The details

 demonstrate the TAs' pedagogical commitment to teaching writing and to meeting

 the needs of their students. At the same time, the details highlight the equally strong

 commitment of some of the senior faculty to concerns other than first-year writing.

 The history also reveals the critical role that forces outside of the academy can have

 on change within it, and the obstinacy with which forces inside the academy can resist.

 Fleming identifies several other lessons to be drawn from the details of UWs

 history. First, the story of UWs composition program from the late 1960s until
 the present illustrates that composition, although seemingly always under attack, is

 incredibly resilient. The conclusion of the book thus echoes something Fleming says

 on page 2: "The continued prominence of freshman composition in higher education

 today is striking for many reasons, not the least of which are the dramatic changes

 in society, schooling, and writing that have taken place since its founding [...] And

 yet freshman composition persists and even thrives."

 Second, the story of this tumultuous—and, for composition at UW, disastrous—

 time directs attention to an overlooked but important period of history for the field.

 Fleming offers From Form to Meaning as a way to refocus the attention of the field on

 "the long sixties," the period spanning from 1957 to 1974, "from the launch of Sputnik

 to the end of the Vietnam War" (25). More specifically, he looks at the "hinge year"

 of 1969, a critical moment in the field of composition—situated "between 1966 and
 1971, between the Dartmouth seminar on the teaching of English and the publica
 tion of Janet Emig's The Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders" (23)—and a critical

 moment in US history as the nation in general, and UW in particular, wresded
 with the impact of the Vietnam War and the Civil Rights Movement. The events
 at Wisconsin, Fleming argues in the conclusion of the book, suggest that a "more
 accurate account [of the history of composition] [. . .] would treat the late 1960s,
 at least in terms of freshman composition, as sui generis, its own cultural moment

 unassimilable to other periods, a time of radical rupture in the incipient discipline

 as well as higher education itself, when one era literally and figuratively came to an

 end and another, haltingly, incoherently, began. The late 1960s, from this point of

 view, was when current-traditionalism finally came up against a wall it could not
 surmount" (197). With this second "lesson," Fleming issues an important caution
 to historians of composition: we need to interrogate broad-stroke histories, such
 as those in which "the late 1960s are absorbed into narratives that are really about

 either the late 1950s-early 1960s and the birth of the 'new rhetoric,' or the 1970s

 and the rise of the process paradigm" (197).

 In addition, Fleming uses his conclusion to identify three key characteristics of

 composition that contributed significantly to the demise of English 102 at UW and
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 that, he suggests, contribute to both the vulnerability and the promise of composi
 tion today. These three characteristics are generality, universality, and liminality.

 According to Fleming, composition tends to be everywhere but nowhere (generality);
 composition attempts to meet the needs of all students, but, in the process, it flat

 tens out and homogenizes the needs of all students (universality); and composition

 typically exists on the border of things, giving it no real "home" in the institution

 (liminality). In many ways, Miller's warnings about the need to place English studies

 more carefully within the university echoes the sources of vulnerability that Fleming

 describes for composition. Lack of attention to teaching and to the training of teachers

 within the field of English, as well as the denigration of composition, clearly led to

 the conditions that Fleming documents. As well, the jettisoning of teaching in favor

 of scholarship on the part of the full-time faculty is clearly reflected in Fleming's tale.

 Thus, although Fleming's history is "local" in its telling, it speaks to broader
 issues and will resonate with readers who have seen the downfall (sometimes just as

 swift and inexplicable) of composition programs or the removal of writing courses

 from a department. Though these examples are all local, they point to a national trend

 of treating composition as an alternate site that is potentially expendable. Greater

 importance must be placed on composition, particularly in large institutions, in
 order to avoid creating it as a "service" course instead of a course worthy of trained,

 informed, and respected instructors.

 Tellers of local histories should, however, be careful in applying the historical

 framework Fleming advocates. While we would do well to interrogate the historical

 framework Fleming critiques for not granting adequate attention to the years between

 1966 and 1971, it is also important not to replace it with a framework that privileges

 these (or any other) years in a way that might lead us to miss key periods of curricular
 and administrative change. As other published histories of local composition programs

 reveal (for example, see Henze, Selzer, and Sharer), different writing programs have
 their own "hinge years" in which momentous changes in curriculum have occurred,

 driven by crises of local, state, national, and international proportions and by the
 constellation of particular faculty, staff, and students involved in the teaching of

 writing at the time of these crises. The crises and intellectual currents of the time,

 along with the predilections and unavoidable influence of particular individuals at

 an institution at a particular time, all work together (or, as the case may be, against

 one another) to create change—sometimes dramatic change. This is not to say that

 the broader field can't learn anything from particular, localized histories; indeed,

 politically and emotionally charged conflicts around composition programs have
 been, and continue to be, common occurrences for the very reasons Fleming notes

 in his final chapter. But, as historians research and convey more local histories, it is

 worth remembering that these ongoing conflicts always take on the tenor and tensions

 unique to their local conditions, and that the tenor and tensions in local conditions

 can vary significantly from place to place and year to year.
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 Lamos's Interests and Opportunities also considers composition at a land-grant

 university in the Midwest, but the sites, players, and tensions differ. While Flem

 ing's focus is on the role of teaching assistants and the faculty who sought to control

 them at UW in the late 1960s, Lamos considers the status of the basic writing (BW)

 program at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign since the late 1960s.

 Lamos explains his goals in Interests and Opportunities:

 I aim to analyze how scholars in composition and high-risk/BW writing within the
 professional literature have theorized and debated the needs of students who possess
 "a different race, culture, and historical experience" (Smitherman, "CCCC's Role"
 354) at key historical junctures since the late 1960s. I further aim to analyze how
 such disciplinary discussion has direcdy influenced administrative decision making
 and program-building within one particular high-risk writing program, the EOP
 Rhetoric program and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). (3)

 More specifically, Lamos explores administrative decision making during the history

 of a specific Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) Rhetoric course at UIUC. The

 EOP Rhetoric course was "developed in 1968 as part of a larger campus desegregation

 effort [. . .] designed to help bring racial diversity to the UIUC campus of roughly

 25,000 students, 98 percent ofwhom were white in 1967 [...] EOP rhetoric offered
 writing instruction to anywhere between 150 and 600 underrepresented minority
 students per year until fall 1994 [when] it was abolished in favor of a decidedly color

 blind BW program" (15). As he relays the complicated administrative and pedagogi
 cal history of the course, Lamos maps that history onto an ongoing battle between
 two socio-institutional forces: those who argue against high-risk/BW programs in
 the name of conservative "standards" (the linguistic markers of a literacy status quo

 built on and undergirding white privilege) and those who champion high-risk/BW

 programs as race-conscious, liberatory spaces where the intricacies of language and
 race-based privilege can be explored and challenged. Drawing on Derrick Bell, Lamos
 considers administrative decisions about the locations, curriculum, and scope of the

 EOP Rhetoric program at moments of "interest convergence," or the times at which

 both those in favor of race-conscious education and those in favor of maintaining the

 linguistic privilege of middle-class whites found some common ground and "racially

 egalitarian change" (albeit limited) occurred, and moments of "interest divergence,"

 or the times at which the two opposed forces found little or no common ground and,

 as a result, race-conscious progress halted or even receded. Throughout the book,
 readers are shown again and again how "interest convergence," and the change it
 might engender, has been limited to actions that do not really threaten the privilege
 and prestige of "traditional white mainstream standards or the role of these standards

 in determining student competence" (93).
 These points of convergence and divergence are also explored as manifesta

 tions of larger events in higher education: Open Admissions at CUNY, the Vietnam
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 War, the Civil Rights Movement, the "literacy crisis" of the 1970s, the Bakke case

 (Regents of the University of California v. Bakke), and the "culture wars" of the 1980s
 and 1990s in which, according to Lamos, "race-conscious activism" faced critiques
 both from a conservative-learning group that demanded a focus on "standards" and

 from a progressive-learning group that questioned the identity politics underlying

 such activist pedagogy.

 In many ways, the tug-of-war between forces of radical change and the status

 quo is the battle into which all attempts at progress must enter. The framework
 Lamos presents, then, is not particularly new, but the details he adds to that frame

 work—the particular players at a local site—are unique in how they illustrate the
 force of larger social and educational movements in specific contexts, and the impact

 of local contexts on the direction and intensity of social and educational movements.

 Throughout the text, Lamos's motivation for telling this history remains in
 the forefront. As he makes clear in the first few pages of the book, he is concerned

 about the situation today in which there have been "widespread attacks both on
 high-risk programs in general and on their high-risk/BW writing program compo

 nents in particular" (4). He does not hesitate to make clear his support for the kind

 of "race-conscious" EOP Rhetoric program that he chronicles in the book. Perhaps

 reflecting the zeal he has for these kinds of change-driven programs, the "camps" he

 articulates—conservative forces versus progressive forces—sometimes seem overly
 polarized. For example, in his discussion of William G. Clark's 1975 response to
 CCCC's "The Students' Right to Their Own Language" (SRTOL), Lamos explains
 that Clark "insisted that any disciplinary changes prompted by high-risk activity be

 limited through recognition of standards" (39). A closer look at Clark's response,
 however, seems to suggest that he is critical of SRTOL not because it doesn't pay
 enough attention to standards, but because it fails to effectively undermine those
 standards. At one point, Clark asserts that "the committee in charge of the resolu

 tion lost their nerve and cost us a cause" (217) when they inserted this statement
 into the resolution: "it is necessary that we inform those students who are preparing

 themselves for occupations that demand formal writing that they will be expected to

 write EAE [edited American English]" (qtd. in Clark 217). Clark, in fact, appears to

 critique the writers of SRTOL for the same reasons that Lamos critiques proponents

 of bidialecticalism in his chapter addressing the "racial crisis" in composition in the

 late 1960s and 1970s: proponents of bidialecticalism, Lamos argues, "ultimately stood

 firm in their belief that a clear focus on standards and Standard English needed to
 be maintained" (40).

 Lamos's critique of arguments for mainstreaming basic writers is also somewhat

 perplexing. Lamos points to David Bartholomae's "The Tidy House: Basic Writing
 in the American Curriculum" as a highly influential argument in the move toward

 mainstreaming basic writers. Bartholomae argued that all writing classrooms should
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 be open to language and dialect diversity, forming a sort of "contact zone" in which

 difference, and the power imbalances that privilege one kind of dialect over another,

 is questioned by all students, not just by those who have had their dialects labeled

 as "basic" rather than "standard." The problem with this mainstreaming approach,

 Lamos explains, is that it does not take seriously enough the "profound physical,
 emotional, intellectual, and professional effects" of race (136). Mainstreaming stu
 dents, Lamos suggests, ignores "the possible benefits of continuing to use explicit

 1960s style discussions of race and racism within [basic writing] programs as tools

 with which to critique mainstream white standards, especially those related to white

 mainstream standard English" (136). But why shouldn't these kinds of conversations

 happen in "mainstream" classrooms? Privileged "white" students need to think about

 their unspoken, unnoticed, unquestioned privilege every bit as much as those stu
 dents served by EOP-type programs—many of whom are speakers of a nonstandard
 dialect—need to rethink the true value of their "other" dialects.

 There may be good arguments for maintaining "separate spheres" in which
 linguistically and racially oppressed groups can learn to value their ways of speak
 ing and writing: such spaces are no doubt very empowering; but, rather than only

 enabling those conversations to happen in high-risk/BW classrooms, there might
 be a continuum of rhetoric courses, from high-risk to mainstream, all dedicated to

 understanding and questioning the power of white, middle-class "standard" English.

 Lamos's critique of mainstreaming is also confusing because EOP was designed as an

 economic program, not specifically a race-based one. Though many if not most of the

 participants are minorities, a large number of white students have also participated

 in the program. Some of these students, of course, come with their own linguistic
 challenges, but Lamos's discussion of the program as exclusively race-based leaves
 out potentially important conversations about mixed-race classrooms.

 Lamos's book is full of rich local detail; but in place of some of the recapping

 that regularly occurs throughout the book, it would have been useful to see more
 specifics of the "race-conscious" EOP Rhetoric curriculum: the depth of conver
 gences and divergences would be clearer if such details were provided. As readers,

 we can guess at the formality and rigidity of EOP writing instruction that is not

 race-conscious (worksheets, skill and drill, grammar, and so on), but it is harder to

 envision the pedagogical approaches of the "other side." Lamos does provide some
 insight into the philosophies of instruction that guided what he calls race-conscious

 approaches to writing instruction at UIUC in the 1970s, but what did this race
 conscious approach look like in practice? If Lamos plans a follow-up piece, it would

 also be interesting to hear the voices of the students from the time: What did they

 want? How did they respond to the changes that marked times of convergence and

 divergence? It may well be that such institutional records are not available, but in

 terviews with past students who went through these different manifestations of EOP

 Rhetoric at UIUC might be quite enlightening.
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 Lamos uses the concluding chapter of his history to make a case for the present.

 Arguing for the continuation of race-conscious high-risk/BW programs, he explains:
 "Our present situation forces us to confront an important question: what can we learn

 from the history of high-risk/BW programs that will help us to preserve and perhaps

 even expand the important work of these programs in the present and future?" (160).

 In response, he suggests three strategies for "promoting interest convergence" so that

 such programs might gain strength: (1) emphasizing the "clear and unequivocally
 positive effects on the learning, retention, and graduation of the students whom [such

 programs] serve"; (2) demonstrating that the work of race-conscious basic writing

 "supports and enhances the work of other programs and initiatives currently valued

 by the contemporary mainstream—especially ESL programs and academic support
 programs within athletics departments"; and (3) showing "that RCBW programs
 are helping to revive race-conscious instructional programs on campuses where they

 had previously been abolished" (164-72).
 It is instructive to consider the more localized histories told by Lamos and

 Fleming in the context of Miller's broader account of English studies in the United

 States. Significant lessons, such as those articulated in The Evolution of College Eng

 lish, about larger historical trends within English departments can be drawn from

 local accounts and the specific curricular changes therein. At the same time, it may

 be that the most valuable lessons of thorough local histories, in all their detail and

 messiness, are ones that stay local—because local histories help local scholars and
 teachers understand how things came to be as they are, where they are. Fleming's

 experience, for instance, upon joining the faculty at UW spurred his pursuit of this

 research. As he explains it,

 When I arrived at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in fall 1998 to take a posi
 tion as assistant professor of English, I was surprised by the relatively small size and
 generally muted profile of freshman composition (English 100) there. After all, my
 new professional home was a storied English department on the flagship campus of
 a world famous, Midwestern, land grant, state university. It should have had a more
 substantial writing program, I thought, with a more robust administrative structure,
 a larger teaching staff, more tenure-stream faculty, a higher profile in the English
 Department and on campus, and more sustained traditions behind it. (17-18)

 The details he provides in the book no doubt helped him navigate the local environ

 ment as he attempted to develop a more robust program. Without an awareness of

 English studies' larger history, such as the one that Miller provides, we can't have a

 sense of the challenges of this field, but without an awareness of specific, local histo

 ries, writing program administrators (WPAs) can't effectively respond to their own

 situations. For a WPA, as for any academic administrator, history weighs heavily on

 the present context and on the preferences and prejudices of the academic audience.

 We cannot all write books about the specific path of development (or truncation)
 of compositdon/WAC (writing across the curriculum) at our institutions (although
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 that would be a valuable use of our time and our scholarly expertise), but we can
 follow this model of inquiry in our work as we plan the path forward for our writing

 programs. Our local histories, looked at together despite their incommensurability,

 can in turn shed light on how and why similar conflicts arise at different institutions
 and at different historical moments.

 Miller, Fleming, and Lamos all contribute to our larger understandings of
 English composition as a site for dynamic, political, and sociohistorical resistance, as

 well as a place for knowledge formation. They frame their arguments about English

 studies by asking, who gets to speak? How is dominance within a society decided?

 And what role should education in English (and composition, more specifically) play

 in that conversation? All three authors prompt us to consider what more we have to

 learn about site-specific programs and the ways that local and national events shape

 and are shaped by our programs. Further, they ask us to consider the present: how

 can we design our programs to make them sustainable, to educate others within our

 departments and institutions and local communities about what we do and why we

 do it? All three contribute to our current historical impressions about the teaching of

 composition, to our local knowledge of how and why we do what we do, and to our

 understanding of our discipline as both site-specific and socially and culturally defined.
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